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A recent U.S. Census report shows that e-commerce sales grew at
almost four times the rate of sales through traditional retail channels
(20.9% as compared to 6%) during the 3rdquarter of 2006 (http://www.
census.gov/mrts/www/data/html/06Q3.html). The rapid growth of
online sales and web-based stores has created a need to understand
how consumers search for and evaluate products while shopping
online. While web-based stores offer consumers immense choice and
great convenience, finding products that fit needs can sometimes be a
difficult task. Hence, most web-based stores nowmake a “recommen-
dation agent” or “shopbot” available to facilitate the consumer
purchase process.

Electronic decision aids can assist in a variety of decision-making
tasks that may be automated. For instance, an electronic decision can
help people search and evaluate products by screening and/or
organizing information about available alternatives. Examples of these
types of aidsmaybe foundathttp://www.amazon.comandhttp://www.
expedia.com. They enable consumers to use a preferred alternative
screening strategy (e.g., select flights based on “lowest price”, or books
based on “publication date” and “title words”).

Recent findings from Comscore and Jupiter research show a
marked increase in online sales (Aksoy, 2006; Lipsman, 2006). Being
able to consider a variety of options and being able to do so quickly are
often mentioned as the main reasons for shopping online. An
electronic decision aid that can match consumer specified criteria to
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the product assortment offered by the merchant can help consumers
save time while also considering a wide variety of alternatives. Both
consumers and merchants have an interest in making the search and
evaluation process function effectively (Saranow, 2005). For consu-
mers finding products that closely match needs boosts customer
satisfaction. For merchants providing products that satisfy consumer
needs creates loyal customers (Tedeschi, 2005).

Two important task environment influences that are present in an
online shopping situation are the number of available alternatives in
the relational database of alternatives searched by the recommenda-
tion agent and the amount of time available for the shopping task.
Typically, the merchant has control over the first, while the second is
under the control of the consumer. Both relate to the attractiveness of
online shopping, namely, being able to search a variety of options, but
also being able to do so quickly (Tamaki, 2005). The purpose of this
research is to examine how these two influences may affect in-
formation search and consideration set formation in a web-based
store environment.

1. Conceptual model development

We propose a conceptual model of information search and
consideration set formation in a web-based store environment that
includes key constructs that are known to affect consumer behavior in
online settings and the task environment influencesmentioned above.
Two cognitive frameworks are used to guide the formulation of
hypotheses relating to the two task environment influences of interest
in this study. A review of the empirical studies that have examined
consumer behavior in online settings shows that there are (at least)
five key constructs that potentially influence information search and
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consideration set formation in a web-based environment, as depicted
in Fig.1.We discuss each of these influences and the empirical findings
relating to them next.

1.1. Electronic decision aids

The electronic screening of information has been identified as the
most important development in online shopping (Alba et al.,1997). The
typical web-based environment includes some type of electronic
decision aid (Redmond, 2002; Iacobucci et al., 2000). An electronic
decision aid can influence search and evaluation in a web-based store
because it can be used to reduce search costs (Johnson et al., 2004).
Specifically, two important functions that can be performed by such an
aid are information filtration (i.e., sorting) and information integration
(West et al., 1999). Consumers seem to be willing to trust the product
recommendations offered by an electronic decision aid (Haubl and
Murray, 2003), particularly when it only filters or integrates informa-
tion (West et al., 1999). The type of functions that can be performed by
an electronic decision aid influences the type of screening strategies
that may be employed to evaluate alternatives.

1.2. Screening strategies

More use of elimination-type screening strategies for evaluating
alternatives (i.e., where selection criteria are used to exclude options)
can be expected in a web-based environment, because they are more
compatible with the use of a decision aid (Todd and Benbasat, 1994)
and therefore easier to implement in an online setting. Additive-type
screening strategies (e.g., where selection criteria may be used to both
exclude and include alternatives) require making trade-offs between
attributes, which is more difficult in a web-based environment (Todd
and Benbasat, 1994). While elimination-type strategies can help
rapidly narrow the set of available alternatives, they are relatively rigid
(i.e., inflexible) in their application which could lead to the premature
elimination of otherwise attractive alternatives (Widing and Talarzyk,
1993). A greater use of elimination-type strategies may also be
observed because they are more congruent with the manner in which
Fig. 1. A process model of information search and consid
information is displayed in a web-based environment (Payne et al.,
1988). The type of screening strategies employed influences informa-
tion search in an online setting.

1.3. Product attributes

The distinction between digital vs. non-digital information is useful
for understanding search and evaluation in an online store. Digital
attributes are product attributes that can be readily communicated
through an online shopping environment (e.g., price, size), whereas
non-digital attributes can only be evaluated through physical inspec-
tion (e.g., freshness, taste).

More use of digital attributes can be expected in a web-based
environment, because search costs for these attributes are lower (Lal
and Sarvary, 1999). Previous research has found that electronic
shopping can lower the cost of acquiring digital information (Lynch
and Ariely, 2000). But, when a recommendation agent is made
available the cost of acquiring non-digital informationmay be lowered
as well (Diehl et al., 2003). The effect can be attributed to the
information filtering (i.e., sorting) capability of the electronic decision
aid (Diehl et al., 2003). Nevertheless, the findings suggest that
consumers are more likely to use digital information in a web-based
environment where an electronic decision aid is available.

1.4. Search costs

Consumers can be expected to encounter economic, physical and
cognitive search costs while searching for information. Search costs
are often assumed to be lower in a web-based store environment
compared to traditional retail settings, due to lower economic (i.e.,
monetary, opportunity cost of time) and physical search costs. Yet, the
evidence on whether consumers exploit the lower search cost to
search more is mixed. While some studies provide (limited) evidence
that search is increased in web-based store environments (Lynch and
Ariely, 2000), the dominant finding is that consumers do not search
more in these settings (Haubl and Trifts, 2000; Johnson et al., 2004).
Whether search costs in a web-based store environment are lower
eration set formation in a web-based environment.
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may also depend on whether new (i.e., unexpected) cognitive search
costs are encountered (Alba et al., 1997). A potential new search cost in
a web-based store environment is the cognitive cost of using the
available electronic decision aid. This cost can be viewed as being akin
to the cost of controlling the information flow (Ariely, 2000) or the
cost of planning (Benbasat and Todd, 1996). The cost of using an
electronic decision aid may increase due to over-screening (Menczer
et al., 2002) or browsing (Smith, 2002).

1.5. Task environment

Consumers can use the available electronic decision aid to screen
alternatives and identify a consideration set of the most attractive
options. But, they may also “over-screen” alternatives if they use too
many selection criteria and create a null consideration set (i.e., the “no
matches found”message). The number of alternatives in the relational
database linked to the electronic decision aidmay influence the extent
to which consumers are able to find alternatives that match needs.
Likewise, the amount of time available may determine how often
consumers re-set selection criteria and re-screen alternatives to
match needs. When confronted with too few alternatives and/or too
much time, consumers may adopt less efficient calibration strategies
by setting wider or lower attribute cut-off levels, thereby diminishing
the usefulness of an online environment. The two task environment
influences (i.e., number of alternatives and time available) are known
to influence information search and consideration set formation in
off-line settings (Payne, 1982). An important question, then, is
whether they have an effect in online settings too?

2. Hypotheses

Next, we generate empirically testable hypotheses that attempt to
predict how information search and consideration set formation are
likely to be influenced by the task environment factors discussed
earlier (i.e., number of available alternatives and the amount of time
available) while controlling for all other influences by keeping them
constant. In so doing we provide a partial empirical test of the
conceptual model (see Fig. 1). Attempting to test the model in its
entirety would require varying all the constructs in a single study and
therefore is beyond the scope of this research.

Two cognitive frameworks are available to understand how
consumers may search for and evaluate products in online settings.
The frameworks can be used to guide the formulation of hypotheses
about how information search and alternative evaluation may be
affected by the two task environment factors. The Bounded Rationality
(BR) framework proposes that consumers are bounded in their quest
for making accurate decisions by their cognitive ability. Consumers
would focus on decision quality if they were not constrained by
information processing limitations (Gigerenzer and Selten, 2001;
March, 1978).

The Cognitive Cost (CC) framework acknowledges that consumers
have information processing limitations (as in the BR framework) but
proposes that the focus on accuracy is attenuated by a consideration of
the cognitive costs associated with the attainment of that goal. In
other words, consumers make a trade-off between decision quality
improvement and effort reduction (Bellman et al., 2006; Benbasat and
Todd, 1996; Payne et al., 1988). Most of the research on the CC
framework suggests that the effort/decision quality trade-off is
uneven with consumers focusing more on effort reduction than on
decision quality improvement.

While there is some support of the BR framework, research
findings seem to significantly support the CC framework in physical
store (i.e., brick-and-mortar) environments. Consumers are more
concerned with saving time and effort, because the benefits of such a
focus are immediate and tangible. In contrast, the benefits of making a
better and more accurate decision are delayed and ambiguous (Chu
and Spires, 2000). Do these conclusions also extend to web-based
store environments? Or does the availability of a recommendation
agent shift the balance in favor of the BR framework? It is conceivable
that there is a shift in emphasis from effort reduction to decision
quality improvement in online settings, because an important
assumption in the CC framework, namely, that feedback on decision
quality is subject to ambiguity and delay (Chu and Spires, 2000), is less
true in online settings. Empirical research on consumer decisions in
online settings where a recommendation agent was used provides
limited evidence of decision quality improvement (Haubl and Trifts,
2000). But, it is also possible that the available electronic decision aid
will be used to maintain the focus on effort reduction as predicted by
the CC framework.

The two task environment influences being studied may shed light
on whether consumer search and evaluation in an online setting is
more consistent with a BR focus or a CC focus. As mentioned earlier,
the merchant has control over the number of alternatives made
available, while the consumer controls the amount of time spent
evaluating them. Thus, if many alternatives are made available by the
manufacturer, consumersmay pursue a BR focus bymakingmore time
available for their evaluation. Or, they may adopt a CC focus by
deciding that making additional time available is not worth it.
Likewise, when many alternatives are available, consumers may
pursue a CC focus bymaking less time available for their evaluation. As
mentioned earlier, both goals relate to the attractiveness of online
shopping, namely, being able to consider a large number of
alternatives, while also being able to save time (Lohse et al., 2000).

2.1. Information search

Information search in an online setting consists of two phases that
combine planning with action (Payne et al., 2001). The initial phase
involves screening (and re-screening) choice alternatives by perform-
ing search iterations to identify alternatives that match preferences.
Once identified, alternatives may subsequently be examined (i.e.,
scrutinized) for more detailed information.

2.1.1. Number of search iterations
In the web environment, consumers can be expected to conduct

multiple search iterations as they seek to identify alternatives for
inclusion in the consideration set. Lynch and Ariely (2000) found
evidence of more “drill-down” search, which is similar to iterative
search. Chu and Spires (2000) found evidence of broader (i.e., less
selective) information search when a DSS was used. As the number of
alternatives increases, the number of search iterations is likely to
decrease in the web environment due to the reduced likelihood of
criteria over-specification (Widing and Talarzyk, 1993) and less
“information foraging” (Pirolli and Card, 1999). The number of search
iterations is also likely to decrease because the feedbackmechanism in
a recommendation agent will become less beneficial as the number of
alternatives increases (Payne et al., 2001). However, as time available
increases more search iterations can be expected due to novelty
seeking (Menon andKahn, 2002) and browsing behavior (Marchionini,
1995).

H1. Therewill be fewer search iterations in aweb-based environment
as the number of alternatives increases.

H2. There will be more search iterations in a web-based environment
as time available increases.

2.1.2. Number of alternatives examined
A consequence of more search iterations in theweb environment is

that fewer alternatives may actually be examined (i.e., scrutinized) for
information. The web environment offers a lower search cost, but this
feature offers little benefit in terms of the cost of inspecting every
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screened alternative. Haubl and Trifts (2000) found evidence of fewer
alternatives being examined for information. Also, consumers are
likely to trust the electronic decision aid when it is only filters (i.e.,
sorts) information (Haubl and Murray, 2003), and may feel little need
for examining every screened alternative for further information. As
the number of alternatives increases, fewer alternatives are likely to be
examined for information because of the greater likelihood of
screened alternatives matching needs (Widing and Talarzyk, 1993)
and the reduced need to restructure information (Bettman et al.,
1998). But, as time available increases, more alternatives are likely to
be examined for information due to exploratory behavior (Alba et al.,
1997) and inspection of screened alternatives (Rowley, 2000).

H3. There will be fewer alternatives examined for information in a
web-based environment as the number of alternatives increases.

H4. There will be more alternatives examined for information in a
web-based environment as time available increases.

2.2. Consideration sets

2.2.1. Consideration set size
In the web environment, consumers are likely to use more

attributes to screen available alternatives while forming a considera-
tion set. The electronic decision aid makes it easy to include even
unimportant attributes during the screening process (Todd and Ben-
basat, 1994). Haubl and Trifts (2000) found evidence that consumers
develop smaller consideration sets in online settings. However, as the
number of alternatives increases, consideration set size will increase
because of the increased likelihood of more alternatives matching
needs and the diminished need to re-calibrate the electronic decision
aid and re-screen alternatives (Payneet al., 2001). But, as time available
increases, consideration set size will decrease due to greater use of
elimination-type screening strategies (where selection criteria are
applied to exclude alternatives).

H5. The size of the consideration set in aweb-based environment will
increase as the number of alternatives increases.

H6. The size of the consideration set in aweb-based environment will
decrease as time available increases.

2.2.2. Consideration set heterogeneity
In the web environment, the tendency toward more iterative

search will result in more heterogeneous consideration sets. Also,
changing selection criteria as consumers re-calibrate the electronic
decision aid will also result in more heterogeneous consideration sets
(Alba et al., 1997). As the number of alternatives increases, considera-
tion set heterogeneity will increase because of more dissimilar
alternatives being included in the consideration set (Roberts and
Lattin, 1991). But, as the time available increases, consideration set
heterogeneity will decrease due to the use of additional selection
criteria resulting in more similar alternatives being included in the
consideration set (Bettman et al., 1998).

H7. The heterogeneity of the consideration set in a web-based envi-
ronment will increase as the number of alternatives increases.

H8. The heterogeneity of the consideration set in a web-based envi-
ronment will decrease as time available increases.

3. Method

3.1. Study design

A study that simulated consumer decision-making in a web-based
environment was conducted to test the hypotheses. The scenario
consisted of undergraduate students choosing an apartment to rent
near a hypothetical university. The web environment was character-
ized by the availability of an electronic decision aid that could be used
to search a relational database of available apartments. Apartments
were profiled using photographs and written descriptions.

The study employed a 2 number of alternatives (many, few)×2
time available (more, less)×2 web environment (web, web-auto)
design. The first two factors are the two task environment influences
of interest in the study. The two web environment conditions were
collapsed because the distinction between them related to particular
features of the electronic decision aid used, which were not pertinent
to the study purpose. Prior to pooling the data on the third factor,
homogeneity tests revealed no significant difference between the two
web environment conditions on the dependent variables of interest.

3.2. Stimulus development

3.2.1. Selection of product category
The selection of (hypothetical) rental apartments as the product

category was based on a number of considerations. First, the product
category is familiar to student subjects. Second, alternatives in the
product category can be objectively evaluated. Third, attribute
importance normally differs across individuals leading to preference
heterogeneity. Several experimental studies of decision behavior have
used rental apartments as a product category (Payne, 1982; Todd and
Benbasat, 1992).

3.2.2. Task
Subjects were instructed to role-play a student transferring to

another university who needed to find an apartment. Theywere asked
to develop a list of apartments that they would like to visit for further
consideration on arrival at the new campus. The purpose of the task
was to search for apartments and form a consideration set. Profiles for
apartments were constructed using a fractional factorial design based
on attributes such as rent, location, number of bedrooms, and the
number and type of amenities. Each profile described the apartment
on twenty attributes. Unrealistic and dominated alternatives were
eliminated.

3.2.3. Web environment
The web environment was simulated by converting the apartment

profiles into web displays. An electronic decision aid and relational
database of apartment profiles similar to those at apartment search
sites (e.g., http://www.apartments.com) was developed. A “search
page” provided the interface between the electronic decision aid and
the relational database. Subjects used this page to query the database
about apartments that met their selection criteria. A screen indicated
whether matching apartments had been found (or not). If matches
were found, a screen displayed a list of matching apartments, with
each listing being hyper-linked to the corresponding apartment
profile. Hyper-links gave the subject the ability to: 1) return to the
list of matching apartments, 2) return to the search page, or 3) add the
apartment to their list of selected apartments.

3.2.4. Experimental conditions
The number of alternatives available was set at 30 in the “few”

alternatives condition and at 99 for the “many” alternatives condition
based on guidelines provided in previous research (Widing and
Talarzyk, 1993). A pre-test indicated that subjects were able to
complete the task in both conditions. In a second pre-test, subjects
completed the experimental task with a certain number of alter-
natives (many or few) with no time constraint. The time pressure
conditions were then created by multiplying the median time for task
completion in each manipulation by 0.90 for the “low” and by 0.70 for
the “high” time pressure condition based on guidelines provided in
earlier studies (Ben-Zur and Breznitz, 1981; Payne et al., 1988).

http://www.apartments.com


Table 1
Correlations among variables.

Number
of search
Iterations

Number
of alternatives
examined

Consideration
set size

Consideration set
homogeneity

Number of search
iterations

–

Number of alternatives
examined

− .44⁎⁎

Consideration set size − .33⁎⁎ .59⁎⁎ –

Consideration set
homogeneity

− .04 .17⁎ − .02 –

⁎⁎Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
⁎Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Table 2
Descriptive statistics: means and SD.

Web-based decision environment

Few alternatives
available

Many alternatives
available

Less time
available

More time
available

Less time
available

More time
available

Number of search iterations 7.81 9.25 6.87 8.27
(2.87) (3.89) (2.32) (2.87)

Number of alternatives examined 7.60 8.50 8.20 10.56
(3.52) (3.60) (2.88) (5.75)

Consideration set size 4.63 3.79 4.80 4.73
(1.65) (1.23) (1.40) (1.71)

Consideration set homogeneity 21.84 21.75 21.48 21.38
(9.25) (10.71) (11.06) (11.41)

Note: Entries are cell means with standard deviations shown in parentheses.
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3.3. Experimental procedure

One hundred and twenty undergraduate students participated in
the study. Subjects were randomly assigned to the experimental
conditions with approximately 15 subjects per cell. Each experimental
session involved a single participant. The incentives for participation
included extra course credit and a chance to win a $100 lottery.
Subjects first undertook a training task to familiarize themselves with
the navigational features of the web environment. Then, for the main
task, subjects used the electronic decision aid to create a “shopping
cart” consisting of “apartments that they would seriously consider.”
Subjects were told that they could modify the “shopping cart” during
the session, but were not told howmany apartments were available or
how many apartments they should select.

3.4. Dependent variables

3.4.1. Number of search iterations
The web server tracked the number of queries elicited from the

relational database. The number of search iterations was calculated by
counting the number of queries in the log file of the web server.

3.4.2. Number of alternatives examined
The number of alternatives examined (i.e., scrutinized) was

determined by an inspection of the log file of the web server.

3.4.3. Consideration set size
Consideration set size was determined by tallying the number of

different alternatives placed in the “shopping cart.”

3.4.4. Heterogeneity of the consideration set
The heterogeneity of the consideration set (HCS) was measured by

calculating the average weighted Euclidean distance between all pairs
of alternatives included in the consideration set. The weights were
based on self-reported attribute importance ratings collected before
the experiment. Prior to estimation, the attribute importance weights
were standardized to avoid over-weighting.

4. Results

4.1. Manipulation checks and reliability assessments

A GLM-ANOVA model, with the perceived number of alternatives
as the dependent variable and the number of alternatives present
(many vs. few), time pressure (low vs. high), and environment (webvs.
web-auto), as the independent variables was used to assess the
manipulation. As expected, a significant main effect for the number of
alternatives manipulation (many vs. few) was found [F (1,112)=4.72,
pb .05]. More alternatives were perceived to be present by subjects
in themany alternatives condition (x̄ =6.6) than in the few alternatives
condition (x̄ =5.9). Further, there was a marginally significant main
effect for the time pressure (low vs. high) manipulation [F (1,112)=
3.42, pb .10]. More alternatives were perceived to be present in the
more time available condition (x̄ =6.0) than in the less time available
condition (x̄ =6.6). Therefore, the manipulations were assessed to be
successful. Table 1 provides the pair-wise correlations among the
dependent variables. Table 2 provides descriptive statistics for the
dependent variables.

4.2. Individual hypotheses results

4.2.1. Number of search iterations
H1 posits that there will be fewer search iterations environment as

the number of alternatives increases. The main effect for number of
alternatives was marginally significant [F (1, 112)=2.76, pb .10].
Inspection of the marginal means shows that the number of search
iterations was lower in the many alternatives condition (x̄ =7.3) than
in the few alternatives condition (x̄ =8.5). Thus, H1 is weakly
supported. H2 posits that there will be more iterations as time
available increases. The main effect for time available was significant
[F (1, 112)=4.93, pb .05]. Inspection of the marginal means shows that
the number of search iterations was significantly higher (t=−2.22,
pb .05) in the more time available condition (x̄ =8.9) than in the less
time available condition (x̄ =7.3). Thus, H2 is supported. The number of
alternatives× time available interaction was not significant.

4.2.2. Number of alternatives examined
H3 posits that feweralternativeswill be examined for information as

the number of alternatives increases. The main effect for number of
alternatives was not significant [F (1,105)=2.70, ns]. Inspection of the
marginal means shows that more alternatives were examined for
information in the many alternatives condition (x̄=9.3) than in few
alternatives condition (x̄=8.0). Thus, H3 is not supported. H4 posits that
as time available increases, the number of alternatives examined for
information will increase. The main effect for time available was
significant [F (1,105)=4.67, pb .05]. In the contrast comparisons, the
number of alternatives examined increased in the expected direction as
time available increased (t=−2.16, pb .05). Thus, H4 is supported. The
time available×number of alternatives interaction was not significant.

4.2.3. Consideration set size
H5 posits that the consideration set size will increase as the

number of alternatives increases. The main effect for number of
alternatives was significant [F (1,112)=3.63, pb .05]. Inspection of the
marginalmeans shows that the size of the consideration set was larger
in themany alternatives condition (x̄ =4.8) than in the fewalternatives
condition (x̄ =4.2). Thus, H5 is supported. H6 posits that as time
available increases, consideration set size will decrease. The main
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effect for time available was marginally significant [F (1,112)=2.75,
pb .10]. In the contrast comparisons, the size of the consideration set
decreased in the expected direction as time available increased (t=−2.16,
pb .05). Thus, H6 is weakly supported. The time available×number of
alternatives interaction was not significant.

4.2.4. Heterogeneity of the consideration set
H7 posits that the alternatives in the consideration set will bemore

heterogeneous as the number of alternatives increases. The main
effect for number of alternatives was not significant [F (1,112)=0.04,
ns]. Inspection of the marginal means shows that there was little
change in consideration set heterogeneity between the few alter-
natives available (x̄ =21.8) and themore alternatives available (x̄ =21.4)
conditions, with higher values indicating more heterogeneous con-
sideration sets. Thus, H7 is not supported. H8 posits that as time
available increases, heterogeneity of the consideration set will decrease.
Themain effect for time availablewas not significant [F (1,112)=0.01, ns].
Inspection of the marginal means shows that there was no change in
consideration set heterogeneity between the less time available
(x̄=21.6) and the more time available (x̄=21.6) conditions. Thus, H8 is
not supported.

5. Discussion

Overall, the results provide mixed support for the hypothesized
relationships, with five of the eight hypotheses receiving partial or full
support. The findings relating to search when many alternatives are
available show that while consumers conduct fewer search iterations
(weak support for H1), they do not actually examine fewer
alternatives for information (lack of support for H3). In contrast, the
findings relating to search when more time is available show that the
number of search iterations conducted increases (support for H2) but
so does the number of alternatives examined (support for H4). Thus,
an increase in the time available has the predicted effect on search,
while an increase in the number of alternatives does not. The
empirical results relating to consideration set formation show that
consumers form larger consideration sets when many alternatives are
available (support for H5), but form smaller considerations sets when
more time is available (support for H6) as predicted. The hetero-
geneity of the consideration set remains unaffected when either more
alternatives or more time is available (lack of support for H7 and H8).

6. General discussion

Overall, the findings offer support for the portion of the conceptual
model subjected to the empirical test. While not all hypothesized
relationships were significant, the two task environment influences
examined affected information search and consideration set formation
in the predicted manner. When more alternatives are available,
consumers conduct fewer search iterations but yet develop larger con-
sideration sets. When more time is available, they conduct more search
iterations, examine more alternatives, but form smaller consideration
sets. The two task environment factors seemtohave independent effects
on search and alternative evaluation in a web-based environment. In
contrast, the two task environment factors are known to have an
interactive effect in off-line settings, because more alternatives and less
time are associated with task complexity. Further, when more
alternatives are available consumers seem to engage in risk-averse
behavior, because such is implied by larger consideration sets (Roberts
and Lattin,1991). But whenmore time is available, consumers engage in
risk-taking behavior, because they form smaller consideration sets.

An interesting pattern of inter-relationships can be observed
among measures normally associated with decision quality and the
two task environment variables. Decision quality seems to improve in
a web-based environment as more alternatives are available and there
is less time. A possible reason for such an effect is information un-
derload in a web-based environment. In other words, when there are
few alternatives available and there plenty of time, the task becomes
“difficult.” An important implication that emerges from the study
results is that electronic decision aids in web environments may
impose new search costs on consumers that offset the overall lower
search cost offered by these environments. These costs could have a
detrimental effect for relatively straightforward choice tasks.

Overall, the study findings offer support for the CC framework in a
web-based choice environment where a recommendation agent is
available. Consumers conduct less searchand retainmore alternatives for
later consideration. The result may be attributed to the feedbackmecha-
nism that is usually built into a recommendation agent. Consumers have
the option of using the feedback provided by interacting with a
recommendation agent to either make a more accurate decision or to
save effort. Within the confines of this study it appears that consumers
generally tend to use the feedback to accomplish the latter goal.

However, the findings also indicate that there may be partial shift
in focus to decision quality improvement consistent with the BR
framework, whenmore time is available, but not when there aremore
available alternatives. Thus, the good news is that consumers can shift
focus from effort reduction to decision quality improvement, because
the amount of time spent in an online store is under their control. But,
the bad news is that merchants can “neutralize” the change in focus by
making more alternatives available.

7. Summary and conclusion

Web-based choice environments are characterized by large product
assortments through which consumers seek to navigate quickly. The
vast amount of product information available can overwhelm con-
sumers particularly in the limited time they have at their disposal to
process it. An electronic decision is almost essential for information
processing in these environments. Our findings indicate that recom-
mendation agents may be more effective in helping consumers make
less effortful decisions. But, the findings also show that if consumers are
willing to spend the extra time, they can make less effortful and more
accurate decisions while using a recommendation agent. The desire to
accomplish both goals has been referred to as the “paradox of choice” in
a web-based store (Tamaki, 2005). The more alternatives consumers
consider the more likely are they to make a better quality decision. But,
considering a variety of alternatives takes time and effort.

Recommendation agents are often closely tied to the environments
in which they are used because they are frequently “designed” for
those environments (Olson and Widing, 2002). Thus, marketers may
need to build in more “flexibility” into their recommendation agents
so that they performwell under different task environment conditions
(Montgomery et al., 2004). Consumers who want to make quick
purchase decisions should be able to do so, as should consumers who
want to me more thorough in their product selections. Anecdotal
reports in the business press suggest that there is a movement toward
the development of “flexible” recommendation agents, despite the
increasing cost of designing such shopbots (Perez, 2002; Reda, 2002).

In conclusion, the study seeks to contribute to the expanding
literature on how consumers search for and evaluate products while
shopping online. Specifically, it proposes a conceptual model of in-
formation search and consideration set formation in a web-based
store environment based on constructs that are known to affect
consumer behavior in online settings. An empirical test that relates to
two important task environment influences in online settings is used
to validate a portion of the model.
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